
Who Will Win the Toss?H. Ramesh & V. Vinay2010 AD. It is a bright sunny day at Lords. India and England are tied 1-1 andthis is the deciding test. Geo� Boycott �les in his pitch report: the side batting�rst has an enormous advantage as the wicket would probably crumple by thefourth day! Tendulkar and Hollioake walk out for the toss. The situation istense. For purely jingoistic reasons, it is paramount for Tendulkar to win thetoss. Of course, in 2010 there is no coin to toss! The ICC has just approvedof a new product called Source which outputs a h or a t at random when abutton is pressed. But, the Indian captain is not sure Source is fair; he sharesthe same skepticism that the Indian politician has for electronic voting. Hecon�des this to Sunny, who is covering the toss. The technically correct Sunny(after prudently switching o� the mike) shoots back, \Hmm. But what is a fairSource? How did the ICC certify the fairness of Source?"Well, one way to �nd out is to press the Source button a number of times.If it comes up heads roughly half the times and tails the other half, it must befair. If you think a little bit, then you will not be satis�ed with this method.For, Source could give heads �rst, then tails, then heads, then tails, and so on.The sequence is always hthththt.... Heads half the times and tails the otherhalf. You can't call that fair, can you? So then, when can we call Source fair?Intuitively, you know what property Source must have. If I invoke it anumber of times, I should be unable to �nd any speci�c patterns in the se-quence of heads and tails obtained. For example, hththt is a clear pattern,httththttththtttht is a little less clear, but nevertheless a pattern. And asource which repeatedly produces this pattern cannot be fair.So I press the Source button a large number of times. Now I look to seeif there are any speci�c patterns in the sequence obtained. How do I check forthe presence of a pattern? If there are no patterns, then h should occur half thetime as should t. hh, ht, th, tt should each occur a fourth of the time, hhh,hht, hth, htt, thh, tht, tth, ttt should each occur an eighth of the time,and so on. In other words, each subsequence of length n should occur 1=2nthof the time. Another way to say this is that the probability that a particularsubsequence of length n occurs is 1=2n, so all 2n subsequences of length n areequally likely. What is more, this should hold for every n, not just for n = 2or 3 or something. If this property indeed holds, then it looks like there are nopatterns which one can �nd. Therefore, it seems as if I am justi�ed in callingthe sequence of heads and tails obtained by Source, random.This seems to make sense. But just to be sure, let us examine a sequencewhich has the above property. Can you construct such a sequence? Constructingsuch a sequence is not obvious. A long time ago, a friend of Alan Turingat Cambridge by the name of David Champernowne invented (or discovered)precisely such a sequence. It goes by his name now. It is called Champ's number.Instead of heads and tails, the sequence comprises our familiar decimal digits1



0-9. The sequence is simply 01234567891011121314151617...100101102... andso on. This indeed has the miraculous property that each subsequence of lengthn occurs 1=10n (not 2n now but 10n) of the time. There are 10n subsequencesof length n and each is equally likely.But now, we have cause for dissatisfaction again. How can one even callChamp's number a random number? Granted that each subsequence of lengthn appears the same number of times. But so what? The number has a clearpattern, so easy to predict. It is nowhere near random.Then what makes a sequence random? Are numbers like p2; �; e all random.After all, they go on for ever without any noticeable pattern.Mathematicians Steve Pinkus, Burton Singer and Rudolf Kalman have ap-proximately determined the degree of randomness ofp2;p3; �, and e, basedon observing the frequencies of occurrence of various subsequences. Theyfound that � was the most random of the lot, followed by p2, e, and p3in that order. The frequency of occurrence of subsequences of length n ismost equitable in �, a bit more disparate in p2, more so in e, and so on.And this is true for every value of n.The Puzzle of the Random SequenceWhen does one call a sequence random? This puzzled many for a while untilsome Mathematicians and Computer Scientists provided a really simple andelegant solution to this puzzle. The solution was the result of the work ofAndrei Kolmogorov, Ray Solomono�, Gregory Chaitin, Per Martin-L�of, andLeonid Levin, among others. It says:Kolmogorov or Algorithmic ComplexityThe Algorithmic Complexity of a sequence is the length of the shortestprogram which outputs that sequence. A sequence of a certain length israndom if its Algorithmic Complexity is almost as big as the length of thesequence itself.You might ask: what does a program have to do with a source being fair, asequence being random? Why should the length of the program determine howrandom the sequence is? Why does the de�nition consider shortest programsand not just any program? And why does it consider the length of a programrather than its running time?So let us examine this solution a bit. Given any sequence S, the followingprogram seems like the shortest program to output S.print(S);But, no, there is a catch. This is not a small program! The entire sequenceS has to be explicitly written out in the print statement. So if S is a sequenceof length million, this program has length more than million. Thus the lengthof the program is a little more than the length of S itself, the little more beingthe characters taken by the print statement and the brackets. This is a prettylong program, longer than S itself. Can I write a shorter program? Looks like I2



cannot make it any shorter than the number of characters needed to specify thelength of S. This is because this length has to �gure somewhere in the program.For example, if I wanted a sequence of length 2000, I would need a program oflength at least 4, probably longer accounting for the print statement and thepunctuation. Let me take some examples to see whether I can get close to this�gure.Suppose one has the sequence hthththt... repeated a million times. Thereis a very small program which will output this sequence. While this sequenceis a million long, the program length is just a few characters (49 to be precise),much smaller than the length of the sequence. Here is the program.\{Program for hththt..\}main(){int i;for (i=0;i<500000;i++)printf(``th'');} If I want the program to output ht a trillion times, instead of a million, Ineed to change only the million in the program to a trillion. The other thingsremain the same. So to generate ht n times, a program of length which isroughly 50 more than the number of characters required to specify n su�ces.This, in turn, is log10 n if numbers are speci�ed in decimal. And log10 n+50 ismuch smaller than n when n is a large number like a 100 or 1000.Of course, one could write much longer programs which output the samesequence. For instance, one could put any number of variable declarationsabove the for loop, with none of the variables being used in the program. Theprogram would then be much longer, but it would output the same sequence.Therefore, to de�ne how random a sequence is, one much necessarily take thelength of the shortest program which outputs this sequence, and not just anyprogram.Next, suppose one wants to write a program to output a certain number ofdigits of Champ's number. Here is how the program would go. k in the programwould depend upon how many digits of Champ's number are required. Thisprogram is even smaller than the program to output hththt.... So Champ'snumber has a very short program indeed and thus again does not qualify to bea random number.\{Program For Champ's Number\}for (i=0;i<k;++i){printf(``\%d'',i)}This de�nition really does seem to make sense, doesn't it? After all, Champ'snumber is really not random, it has an obvious pattern in it. And indeed it hasa small program which generates it. How would one write programs to outputirrational numbers like e? How long would these programs be? Remember theformula from school, e = 1+ 12! + 13! + : : :. This should be easy to program. Onecan program this with a for loop which repeats a number of times dependingupon the number of digits of e required. Again this is a small program. I couldoutput millions of digits of e by writing a program whose length is just a couple3



of hundred characters. So e is not very random as well, though a little more sothan Champ's number.Now this is puzzling, all sequences we know seem to have very small orat least not too large programs. It seems reasonable that a sequence with nopatterns in it would require a larger program to generate than a sequence withpatterns in it. But is there at all a random sequence on earth? A sequencewith the following property: no matter what program I write to output thissequence, the length of the program should be comparable to the length of thesequence itself and not too much smaller.Indeed, there are such sequences, but before I show you such a sequence, Iwill need to clarify some things.First, what programming language and what computer are we talking about?In some programming languages, e.g., C, the length of a program I write maybe shorter than the length of the same program in COBOL. So let us talk aboutprograms in one language. For convenience, computer scientists like to workwith a programming language in which each program is just a string of 0s and1s. This might seem a bit strange but remember than the PC on your desk canunderstand only such programs. When you write programs in C, the compilerconverts it to a program in machine code, which is just a stream of 0s and 1s.Second, I will assume that no program in this programming language is apre�x of any other program in this programming language. So both 0110 and011010 cannot be valid programs in this language. The �rst is a pre�x of thesecond. This is essentially like saying that each program has a STOP commandat the end. Since this command does not appear in the middle of any program,no program can be a pre�x of another.With this in mind, I can now show you that there is indeed a random se-quence, one with large Algorithmic Complexity. However, I will not (not yet)show you such a string. Rather, I will show that such a string has to exist butwithout giving you an explicit example.Let us consider all possible sequences of hs and ts, or of 0s and 1s, of acertain length, say n. There are 2n such sequences. I will show you that atleast one of them cannot be output by a program of length less than n. Why?Because there are only 2i programs of length i (recall our programming languagewhich we agreed upon a few minutes ago). The number of programs of lengthless than n is at most 20 + 21 + 22 + � � � + 2n�1, counting programs of eachlength less than n. This sums to 2n � 1. Since each program can output onlyone string, all programs of length n� 1 or smaller can only account for 2n � 1of the 2n sequences of length n. So there is at least one sequence of length nwhich requires a program of length n or more to generate. Voila!What is more? Using the same argument you can show that half the se-quences of length n can be generated only by programs of length n� 1 or more.Therefore, there are a whole lot of strings which are substantially random.At this point, you are probably a bit impatient. You know that there arerandom sequences. But you want a concrete example which will give a feel forwhat a random sequence looks like. It is not easy to generate an example of sucha sequence. This is reasonable, after all such a sequence is a random sequenceand therefore one should not be able to �nd patterns in it. And therefore, onemay not be able to describe it very succinctly.4



However, there are such sequences. To give you an example, I will have todigress �rst to give you the story of one of the greatest intellectual achievementsof this century, the story of G�odel and Turing. We will ultimately come backand give you a clever example of such a sequence.The Story of G�odel and TuringIn 1900, David Hilbert, a German mathematician, posed the following question.Is there a program, which will decide if a given statement is true or false?To make sure that you get Hilbert's question right, let me give an example.Suppose I get a geometry question at school. For example, is the sum of theangles in a 300-sided regular polygon equal to 43640 degrees? It is not obviouswhether this statement is true or false. Hilbert's question is whether one canwrite a program which will take such a statement as input, and decide whetherit is true or false. Is there really such a program?And why only geometry? I could have any set of axioms, which are state-ments which we all accept as true. And then I might want to know whether aparticular statement follows from these axioms. For example, given the additionand multiplication tables of all integers, I might want to know whether there isa prime number between 200000 and 200040. This program will tell me whethersuch a prime number exists or not. For geometry, the axioms are the postulatesof Euclid, one of which is that two straight lines are either parallel or intersectin exactly one point. (What are the others?)Of course, the program has to be told what the axioms are. And then itshould be able to tell whether a given statement is true or false, i.e., whether itor its negation1 can be derived from the axioms. We need to assume, of course,that the axioms are consistent. So either the statement or its negation can bederived from the axioms, but certainly not both. Axioms which can derive botha statement and its negation make little sense. For example, the two axioms1+ 1 = 2; 1+ 1 = 3; 2 6= 3 are inconsistent. The statements `is 1+1=2?' and `is1 + 1 6= 2?' are both derivable from the axioms.Hilbert's question was a challenging one. Until G�odel (1931) and Turing(1937) came along and showed that the answer to this question was really simple,if you looked at it the right way. But, if you think that they succeeded in writingsuch a program, you are wrong!They did not succeed in writing Hilbert's program. Instead, they showedthat no such program could be written. Interestingly, before they did do,many mathematicians (including Von Neumann) of that time were convincedthat Hilbert's program did indeed exist.G�odel showed that given the usual axioms of arithmetic (essentially theaddition and multiplication tables of integers), he could construct a statementwhich said something very strange. It essentially said \If I am true, I am false,and if I am false, I am true". It did not say so directly, of course. This meaningwas couched in terms of integers, addition and multiplication. If you just lookedat the symbols in the statement, it would appear much like the statement aboutprime numbers I mentioned earlier. But if numbers could speak, this is what1The negation of the statement \There is a prime number between 200000 and 200040" isthe statement \There is no prime number between 200000 and 200040".5



they would say. Now, since we have assumed that the axioms are consistent,it must be the case that neither this statement nor its negation can be derivedfrom the axioms. Do you see why?Here is the reason. If we could derive one of the two statements then wecould derive the other as well. This is how G�odel has tailored the statement.But this means that the axioms are not consistent, which is a contradiction.Now, what does this imply about Hilbert's question? G�odel's statementshows that Hilbert's program does not exist. Because if it did, then what wouldit say about G�odel's statement? Would it say it is true or would it say it isfalse? Neither answer is correct because neither the statement nor its negationcan be derived from the axioms. The only recourse is to conclude that Hilbert'sprogram does not exist.Let me now set the stage for Turing's introduction by describing to you a pro-gram which does almost what Hilbert envisaged. If the statement given to it issuch that either it or its negation can be derived from the axioms, then it willgive the right answer. Otherwise, if the statement given to it is one like G�odel'sstatement, it will just go into an in�nite loop, it will never stop. I must warnyou at the outset that the running time of this program will be hopelessly slow,so if you want to use it to solve your geometry assignments, you might have towait for a long long time. Nevertheless, it will give you the right answers sooneror later.The program would be constructed as follows. How would you show that astatement is true? By giving a proof for it. A proof is just a series of inferenceswritten out in some language, say English. Our program will just start gener-ating all possible sequences of English sentences one by one. Not just proofs forthis statement, but all sequences of English sentences. And not just grammat-ically correct ones. First, sequences with 1 character will be generated, thensequences with 2 characters, then 3, and so on. For each sequence of sentencesgenerated, it will check whether these sentences constitute a correct proof foreither the statement or its negation. When such a proof is found, the programwill halt and give the appropriate answer. I can actually write this program ina few hours, it is probably just a few hundred lines long.Enumerating sequences of English sentences one by one is just a mechanicalprocess. Lot of them may be grammatically incorrect or just meaningless, butwe will generate them all, one by one. That is easy enough to do, if we generatesequences in increasing order of length. Also, when a particular sequence ofsentences has been generated, it is not hard to check whether it is correct andwhether it proves either the statement at hand or its negation. So while gener-ating a proof for the statement could be hard, but checking the correctness ofa given proof is easy. Like writing exams is hard, checking exam papers is easy.But when will this process come to an end?If the statement at hand or its negation is true, then there must be a proofto this e�ect of a certain length m. Since there are only a �nite number ofEnglish proofs with length m or less, the right proof will be generated sooneror later. The program will check this proof, �nd all is well, stop, and give theappropriate answer. On the other hand, if you give G�odel's statement for whichwe know no proof exists, the program will just go on and on. It will never �nda proof for either it or its negation. 6



But, as I said earlier, the program will be really slow. There could be 26100sequences of English sentences of 100 letters, ignoring punctuation marks. Thisis a huge number. By the time the program gets to proofs which are even apage long, it will be many centuries. Nevertheless, it works, in principle.Now, let me pose you a question. Given a statement, is there a way to decidewhether the a) statement is true, b) its negation is true, or c) neither is true?I can hear you saying: that is simple! Just run the above program. If ithalts, then you have the right answer. If it doesn't, then you know that neitherthe statement nor its negation is true. This is almost correct. Except that hereis a little catch. Suppose I run the program for a while and it hasn't halted asyet. Can I then conclude that option c) holds?No, because there might be a proof for the statement or its negation whichis really very long, and if allowed to run further, the program will discoverthis proof. So, there is no way for me to tell whether this program will haltultimately or not. Therefore, I cannot say which of the three options is the rightone.But now you say: do the following. Why not write a second program Pto decide whether the �rst program Q described above halts or not on thegiven statement. P takes the program Q and the given statement as input, andoutputs the decision. This should be possible, after all, Q is only a few hundredlines long. If P concludes that Q does not halt, then option c) must hold. Onthe other hand, if it concludes that Q indeed halts, then one of options a) or b)holds. In this case, Q itself will tell which of a) or b) holds. Thus we'll knowwhich of options a), b), c) is true.That is a neat idea. This is where Turing enters the scene. Turing2, oneof the founders of the �eld of Computer Science, showed that the program youwant to write cannot be written. He showed that there is no program P , whichwill take as input a program Q and an input x to Q, run for some time, andthen stop and answer whether or not Q halts on input x. This problem is calledthe Halting problem. Turing showed using a very simple proof that there is noprogram which solves the Halting problem.So there is no way to decide which of options a), b), c) is true. And there isno way to construct a program which will detect in�nite loops in other programs.With this little digression, let us get back to the original issue.An Example of a Random SequenceI promised to give you an example of a fairly random sequence. My examplewill in fact be an in�nite sequence of 0s and 1s. If you want to generate the�rst 1000000 bits of this sequence, you will need a program of length at least1000000� c. And if you wanted the �rst 1000000000 bits of this sequence, youwill need a program of length at least 1000000000� c. Here c is some �xednumber. We will see how c comes about. It is like the 49 in the program forgenerating hthththt....Recall our programming language that we agreed upon. Programs are stringsof 0s and 1s, and no program is a pre�x of another. Now some of these programshalt and some do not. Recall what we mean by a program outputting a sequence.2Ironically, Computer Science existed even before modern computers did!7



A program is said to to output a certain sequence if it runs for a while, outputsthis sequence, and then halts. Therefore, each program which halts generatesa sequence of a certain length. And programs which do not halt do not reallyoutput any sequence; they are just stuck in in�nite loops.Now, consider all possible programs. We will determine a number N byinspecting these programs. N is a sum of terms of the form 12l for each programof length l that halts. Suppose there is 1 program of length 1, 2 of length2, 3 of length 4, and 1 of length 5 which halt. Then this number will be12 + 122 + 122 + 124 + 124 + 124 + 125 + � � �, plus other terms for longer programs.There is a property called Kraft's Inequality which states that this number Nis always between 0 and 1. This number N is the desired sequence.But this is a number? Where is the sequence? Let me give you an exampleof how to represent a number as a sequence. Take 12 . This is just :1 in binary.Take 12 + 122 , this is just :11 in binary. And 12 + 323 + 124 = :1111 in binary.Similarly, the number I constructed above can be expressed in binary. Ignorethe decimal point and it becomes a sequence of 0s and 1s.If you are confused about converting N to a sequence, here is the trick.Look at each term x2y , where x is the number of programs of length y whichhalt. Express x in binary and put this binary number with its last digit at theyth location after the decimal. If x = 2 and y = 4, then x is 10 in binary andwe need to place 10 with the 0 being at the 4th location after the decimal. Andif x = 3 and y = 10, then we need to place 11 with the 1 on the right falling onthe 10th location after the decimal.But now you say: I have no clue why N should be quite random. Whyshould the shortest program to output the �rst 1000000 bits of N have lengthat least 1000000�c? In fact, there may be a simple short program P to computethe �rst n bits of N , for any value of n. P will just enumerate all programs oflength n or less. For each such program Q, it will determine whether Q haltsor not. Then it will construct N , by adding up 1=2l for each program of lengthl that halts. Wouldn't this be a short program?Let us see. Enumerating all programs of length up to n is easy. Rememberthat a program is just a binary string of 0s and 1s. All binary strings need notbe programs, just as sequences of English characters do not always form validC programs. For a binary string to be a valid program, it has to adhere to thesyntax of our programming language. My program could enumerate all binarystrings of length n, and for each check using a compiler whether its syntax iscorrect. This will give all programs of length n or shorter.But how about checking whether a particular program halts. RememberTuring, and the Halting problem. Checking whether a program halts is impos-sible! No program P can check whether a given program Q halts. Thereforethe program P cannot be written.So it doesn't seem easy to write a short program to generate a certain numberof bits of n. Then how does one show that N is random?Showing that N is random is quite tricky. It is all based on a key propertyof N . N actually contains information about which programs halt and whichdo not.
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Suppose you tell me what the �rst thousand bits ofN are. Then I can easily�gure out how many programs of length at most 1000 halt and how manydo not. In fact, I can write a program which will extract this informationfrom the bits of N . If you give me the �rst 2000 bits, then this programwill be able to extract this information for programs of length up to 2000.How you can extract this information will require some thought. You caneasily see that all the information about how many programs of length n haltis present in the �rst n bits of N . This is because N was a sum of terms ofthe form x2y , where x is the number of programs of length y that halt. Butdoes this mean that the number of programs of length n which halt can bededuced from the �rst n bits of N . This is like saying: I will give you the sumof three numbers and then ask you for what the three numbers were. This isnot possible, in general. However, the property that no program is a pre�x ofanother ensures that the numbers for the various lengths do not get all mixedup in N ; each of these numbers can therefore be extracted.So what I am saying is that the number N is just a clever and a succinctway of writing down which machines halt and which do not. This bypasses theneed to solve the Halting problem. How does this property help in showing thatN is quite random? Here is how.Suppose there is a program P to generate the �rst n bits of N . Thenyou can actually write a program Q which will use P and the propertythat I just stated to output a sequence with Algorithmic Complexity morethan n. The length of Q will be the length of P plus some value c, whichis a �xed number independent of the value of n. Since the output of Qhas Algorithmic Complexity more than n, the length of Q must exceed n.Therefore the length of P plus c must exceed n. In other words, the lengthof P is more than n� c.I'll show you how to write Q so that it uses P to output a sequence withAlgorithmic Complexity more than n. To write Q, you will use P as a subrou-tine, with the main routine having c characters. To describe the main routine Iwill have to hand-wave a bit here. You should be able to construct the precisepicture from this general description if you think for a while.The main routine �rst calls P to get the �rst n bits of N . It then �gures outhow many programs of length at most n halt and how many do not. From thisinformation, it �gures out which programs of length at most n halt and whichdo not. I will tell you how shortly. Let me proceed for the moment.Then, for each such program which halts, the main routine �gures out whichsequence this program outputs. This can be done by just executing the programuntil it halts and noting down the output. How does the main routine executea program, you might ask. If you study Computer Science, you will learn thatone program can simulate another, just like a PC, which is really a complicatedprogram, executes the simpler programs that you write and run on it. I muststress here that the fact that the program halts is important, otherwise, nomatter how long this program is simulated, the main routine will never �gureout what sequence this program generates.Finally, the main routine determines a sequence which is di�erent from allthe sequences output by halting programs of length at most n. (If I give you9



a set of sequences and ask you to produce a sequence di�erent from the onesI gave you, you could produce one easily, right?) So this is no problem. Themain routine then outputs this sequence. This sequence must have AlgorithmicComplexity more than n, because it is not generated by any of the programs oflength at most n which halt.So, in a nutshell. Once Q has the �rst n bits of N , it is able to �gure outall sequences with Kolmogorov Complexity at most n. Then it generates somesequence di�erent from all these and outputs it. The length of Q is at most thelength of P plus the length of the main routine. The length of the main routineis some number c independent of n. Now take a look at the box above; we haveshown that P must have length more than n� c.Now I need to tell you how the main routine �gures out which programsof length up to n halt and which do not. Remember that the main routine isnow armed with the count C of the number of these programs which halt. Ithad extracted this information from the �rst n bits of N which P had provided.What it will do is generate each of these programs one by one as we did a littleearlier. It will then simulate, i.e., execute, each of these programs one by one.Each program will be simulated until it halts. The main routine will keep acount of the programs that have been veri�ed to halt. When this count reachesC, then the main routine knows that all programs of length at most n whichhalt have been discovered.You might �nd something �shy here. Suppose the main routine picks up aprogram and starts executing it. And suppose this program never halts. Thenthe main routine will go into an in�nite loop and never halt!Indeed, this could happen. So we have to be clever in the way the programsare simulated. What the main routine will do is to run each program for 1step. Then each program which has not yet halted is run for 2 steps. Then eachprogram which has not yet halted is run for 3 steps, and so on. This way wemake sure we do not get stuck in any one program waiting for it to halt, whichit may never. This process continues until C programs have halted. Then themain routine knows that the remaining programs are those which never halt.That is the whole proof. Gregory Chaitin, one of the founders of this de�nitionof randomness, has actually written this main routine in LISP. It is just a fewpages long and its size is independent of the value of n. You might want to writedown the program Q to get the details clear and to �gure out the value of c.But suppose c is, say, 200. Then the shortest program to output the �rst millionbits of N has length at least a million minus 200. Therefore N is random, if notcompletely, at least to a very substantial extent.Now, if you are wondering about the frequencies of occurrence of various sub-sequences in the sequence N , then note the following. Algorithmic Complexityis indeed a robust de�nition of randomness!The number N actually has the property that all subsequences of any par-ticular length appear with roughly equal frequency. This is true of anysequence whose Algorithmic Complexity is large.The TossAs Tendulkar walks out for the toss, he suspects that Source is �xed. But heknows what to do to cover himself. He tells Hollioake: let us press the button10



1024 times and look at the sequence S generated. Let K(S) be its AlgorithmicComplexity. If 21024�K(S) is at least, say 4, then I win. Otherwise we press thebutton once more and whoever calls right wins. Now assuming that Source isindeed �xed, who do you think will win? Hollioake or Tendulkar?If Source has been �xed, then the sequence generated by it will not berandom. Therefore K(S) would be much smaller than 1024. Even if it is1022, then Tendulkar will win!On the other hand, if K(S) is more than 1022, then the sequence S issubstantially random, and so Source looks to be more or less fair. ThenTendulkar and Hollioake each has roughly a half chance of calling right onthe next press of the button.Thus Tendulkar has covered himself against Source-�xing. There is oneproblem which he has forgotten though. How will he determine K(S)? Hebelieves he can write a program to compute K(S) from S. What do youthink?References[1] G.J. Chaitin, Algorithmic Information Theory, Cambridge UniversityPress, 1990.[2] M. Li and P. Vitanyi, An Introduction to Kolmogorov Complexity and itsApplications, Springer-Verlag, 1997.
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